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To conserve and enhance our natural resources in coopera-
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ith individuals and organizations to im
prove the quality 
of life for Iow
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a’s outdoor living.  
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adnr.gov, is loaded w
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e.  Include m
ailing label for 
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als and address changes.  pO
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A
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Federal regulations prohibit discrim
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ith his lens. H
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ork has been published in 
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Dark-eyed Junco on bittersweet
-by roger hill
Cover Photo:
Osprey, north shore of Clear  
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eagle catches morning break-
fast, Des Moines River southeast 
of pella. Photo dedicated to the 
late Buck Visser, whose generosity 
in allowing access to his river-side 
property was instrumental in 
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eastern wild turkeys perform 
their annual spring mating 
ritual at Camp Tanglefoot 
Girls Scout Camp on the 
south shore of Clear Lake in 
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Wood ducks, Lekwa Marsh, on 
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Gray-headed coneflower, Green 
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A new day casts a warm glow over the Loess Hill’s 
Preparation Canyon Unit as overnight storm clouds are 
ushered on their way. Rains the day before drenched this 
Monona County landmark, but the weather forecaster’s 
promise of a better day and the patience, planning and 
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evening on the Shell Rock 
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Ironwood tree stand near camp-
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Mallard feeding frenzy, 
Winnebago River near Rockford 
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Ft. Des Moines County Park 
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Wood ducks, Lekwa Marsh, on 
the south shore of Clear Lake.
-by lowell washburn
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